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Abstract The safe operation of underground power cables is limited by the temperature of insulation around the conductor

which heats up due to joule heating. The insulation temperature depends on the seasonal and diurnal power demand and varia-

tions in the surrounding soil’s moisture content. The previous scientific investigations are limited to theoretical and numerical

analyses for cyclic loads and experimental studies for only dry conditions with static thermal loads. In this study, a series of

large-scale laboratory tests are performed for static and cyclic thermal loads with dry and saturated sand. The cyclic thermal

loads with symmetrical and unsymmetrical heating-cooling times are done with dry sand, which is the worst-case scenario for

heat dissipation. The cyclic thermal loading on dry sand shows strong thermal charging and is higher with a shorter relaxation

time. The static thermal loading results show a significant improvement in the heat dissipation ability with saturated sand due

to higher thermal conductivity. However, the heat transfer with saturated sand suggests a strong convection cell formation

after three days of heating above the heater. The channelisation of heat with convection cell sand facilitates cooling but is not

desirable for power cables below crop fields.

Keywords Underground Power Cables · Energy Geotechnics · Cyclic Thermal Loading · Natural Convection · Thermal

Charging

1 Introduction

Power transmission and distribution play an essential role in energy security and industrial growth of a nation. Power trans-

mission over a long distance is done by high voltage transmission lines which are prone to high winds, snow and ice storms,

earthquakes and metal wire theft (1)(2). The other issue with the overhead line is high electromagnetic pollution (hiss or hum

noises)(3). The adoption of power generation from decentralised green systems such as wind, solar and tidal from favourable

generation sites, and the transmission to industrial consumption centres with high voltage overhead lines would render a large

area unusable(4). Therefore, in the past decades, intensive research has been done to improve the understanding and enhance

the knowledge about heat and mass movement around the Under Ground Powercable System (UGPS). The limiting factor in a

UGPS is the melting temperature of cross-linkable polyethene (XLPE) around the conductor which heats up due to resistance

to electric current flow (Joule heating)(5)(6)(7). Thus, means and methods have been applied to dissipate the generated heat into
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the surrounding soils efficiently to improve the current carrying capacity (ampacity) of the UGPS by an optimised arrangement

of the cables, (8)(9)(10)(11)(12) and if required replacing the native soil by the trench backfill materials(13)(14)(15) (16).

The first assumption for all theoretical and experimental studies, and code of practice of International Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC)(6) for the UGPS is that the cable and the surrounding soil attain a static equilibrium and result in an isotherm

around the cables. The second assumption arises from the Joule heating of the UPGS that results in moisture migration from

soil in the vicinity of the cable. The dry soil around the UGPS is the worst-case scenario as it reduces the thermal conductivity

and results in ”hot spot” formation. Therefore, most studies are limited to static thermal loading and with dry soil. However,

the validity of both assumptions is challenged for high voltage (above 345kV) UGPS to transport energy generated from

green sources. The transported power in UGPS from green sources fluctuates every day due to variable wind speed, cloud

cover and local weather conditions, and variation in nominal and peak demand load hours for hot and cold seasons. Also, the

degree of saturation, the most influencing parameter for the thermal conductivity value of soil, varies with diurnal and seasonal

precipitation and evapotranspiration.

Therefore, recent numerical (17) and theoretical(18) studies have started considering dynamic influences. The studies

showed the effect of daily load cycles on the UGPS . The results show that cables could carry more power with proper dynamic

thermal analysis. However, no experimental tests are reported in the literature of cyclic thermal loading and comparative be-

haviour of dry and saturated conditions around the UGPS. The experimental programs to study the distributions of temperature

and moisture fields around the UGPS are done both at field and laboratory scales(19). The field-scale experiments offer a rich

data set of the real-world boundary and environmental conditions but are challenging to set up and resource-intensive(20). The

substantial effort is the work by Snijders et al.(21), where for the first time the field measurements have been reported. In re-

cent work, the field measurements are also presented by Trinks(22) for different soil and surrounding conditions around a 110
kV cable. Ainhirn (23) presented the field measurements of UGPS, and sensitivity analysis is done for various environmental

and material parameters. The study showed that surrounding soil temperature and thermal conductivity have the most decisive

influence on the cable temperature and control the ampacity.

The field-scale experiments lack fine control on the boundary conditions and material heterogeneity, which are om-

nipresent, influencing the measured temperature and moisture fields (24). The small number of data sets available from field-

scale experiments with many variables render the results limited in scope and proper understanding of the involved physics.

Therefore, medium and large-scale laboratory tests have gained more importance where process controlling parameters are

regulated in a better fashion for an adequate understanding of the physical phenomenon (25) (26). The medium-scale rectangu-

lar box fitted with a cylindrical heating source and temperature and moisture measuring sensors has gained popularity among

researchers due to ease of workability, and a decent test setup cost(27). Using the same setup, Vollaro et al. (24) studied the

effect of non-homogeneous soil and backfill (11) around a heated cylinder with a static loading scheme. Salata et al. (15) have

provided experimental evidence showing underestimation of the temperature field around a power cable using the IEC method,

and a modification to the method is suggested with a correction coefficient derived from experiments(28). The medium-scale

experiments offer a good insight into temperature and moisture fields’ development with changing heating and boundary con-

ditions. However, the effect of the boundary conditions and accumulation of generated heat in the surrounding soil mass due to

limited size resulted in a higher temperature field close to the heater, and excess moisture near the boundaries (20). Therefore,

large scale boxes fitted with single(4) and multiple heaters(29) are built to eliminate the boundary effect and have good heat

dissipation characteristics.

In this paper, we present an extensive experimental study with symmetric and unsymmetrical thermal heating to provide

the surrounding soil’s behaviour under static and cyclic thermal loading. Also, a comparative study of dry and saturated sand

is performed with five days of static heating, and results are presented in the form of graphs and thermal contour plots. The

results provide a fundamental understanding of the dynamic equilibrium and formation of convection cells in the thermal

loaded saturated sand and could be used to benchmark numerical models for such studies.
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Fig. 1: Interaction of UGPS with environmental and surrounding conditions and different modes of heat and mass transfer into

the surrounding soil mass.

Nomenclature

a volumetric air content

c, Cp specific heat [Jkg–1K–1]
C volumetric heat capacity [Jm–3K–1]
D diffusion coefficient of water vapour in air [m2s–1]
DT macroscopic diffusivity for moisture transport due to ∇T[m2s–1K–1]
Dθ macroscopic diffusivity for moisture transport due to ∇θ1[m

2s–1]
e empirical factor

g acceleration due to gravity [ms–2]
h relative humidity

H specific enthalpy [JKg–1]
k unit vector in the z-direction

K hydraulic conductivity [ms–1]
L latent heat of evaporation [JKg–1]
M molar mass [Kgmol–1]
pv partial pressure of water vapour [Pa]

P total gas pressure [Pa]

q flux density for mass [Kgm–2s–1]
qh flux density for heat [Jm–2s–1]
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R universal gas constant [Jmol–1K–1]
S porosity

t time [s]

T temperature [K]

x,y horizontal coordinate [m]

z vertical coordinate, positive downward [m]

Greek Symbols

ε low value of θl
ζ (∇ T)a/∇ T

θ volumetric moisture content

λ Effective thermal conductivity [W m–1K–1]
ψ moisture potential [m]

ρ density [kgm–3]

Subscripts

0 reference value

a air

d drying

h heat

k critical

l liquid

m moisture

r reversal

s saturation

v vapour

w wetting

2 Theory of coupled heat and mass transport in sand

The theoretical and numerical study of heat and mass transfer around the UGPS is based on the rudimentary static equilib-

rium and isotherm assumption. However, the heat and mass transfer in porous media such as soil are comprised of complex

interactions among gas, heat, liquid water and vapour flow. A detailed study of heat and mass transfer in sand based on the

thermodynamics of irreversible process is presented (30). The agreement between theory and experiment was only partial and

required many assumptions. The other approach is the ‘mechanistic’ explanation of the process and is used for many porous

media due to simplicity of the computation of diffusion parameters (31). The theory has limitations such as the moisture po-

tential’s hysteresis relation, and the moisture content not being taken into account. Also, the solid matrix’s deformation is not

allowed, and the porous medium must be homogeneous and isotropic in a macroscopic sense. The phase change phenomena of

boiling, freezing and thawing are not included. The Knudsen effect in the gas phase and the surface phenomena at the interface

between the matrix and the liquid are not considered. The following simplifications are also applied for the formulation of the

governing coupled partial differential equations. For fluids in the porous media, the solutes are assumed to be absent; thus, the

liquid phase is pure water, and the movement is driven by viscous flow under the influence of capillary and adsorptive forces.

Similarly, the vapour movement is by diffusion in the gas-filled pores with air as an inert gas, and the free convection in the gas

phase is neglected. In the case of heat transfer, the radiation effect is negligible, and the assumption of local thermodynamic

equilibrium among the liquid in contact with its vapour holds. Also, the total pressure is assumed uniform and constant, and

the temperature dependence of physical constants is neglected (32). With these limitations and assumptions, the mass balance

in the porous media is given as

The liquid flux density

ql = –ρl(Dθ l∇θl+DTl∇T+Kk) (1)

where, DTl and Dθ l are the thermal liquid and isothermal diffusivities respectively

Dθ l =K∂ψ/∂θl,DTl =K∂ψ/∂T (2)
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The total water vapour flux is the summation of the isothermal flux component and the temperature-driven flux component

qv = –ρl(Dθv∇θl+DTv∇T) (3)

Dθv = f(a)D
P

P–pv

Mg

RT

ρv

ρl

∂ψ

∂θl
(4)

DTv = f(a)D
P

P–pv

ρv

ρl

ζ

pvs

dpvs
dT

(5)

The partial pressure of water vapour is related to the soil water potential through the fractional relative humidity as

pv = hpvs = pvsexp(Mgψ/RT) (6)

f(a) = a+θl = S, for θl ≤ θlk f(a) = a+a(S– a)/(S– θlk), for θl > θlk (7)

ζ = (∇T)a/∇T) (8)

The total moisture flux is the combination of liquid and vapour fluxes

qm = ql+qv = –ρl(Dθ ∇θl+DT∇T+Kk) (9)

Similarly, the total energy transport in the porous media is the summation of sensible, convective and latent heat fluxes

qh = –λ∇T+c1(T–T0)qm –Lρ1Dθv∇θl (10)

The transport equations described above for liquid water, heat and water vapour are combined to obtain a coupled system

of two partial differential equations, with temperature T and volumetric moisture content θl,

{

l+
(S– θl)ρv

ρl

Mg

RT

∂ψl

∂θ
–

ρv

ρl

}

∂θl
∂t

+
(S– θ1)h

ρl

dρvs

dT

∂T

∂ t
= ∇(Dθ ∇θl)+∇(DT∇T)+∂K/∂z (11)

{

L(S– θl)ρvMg

RT

∂ψ

∂θl
–Lρv

}

∂θl
∂ t

+

{

C+L(S– θl)h
dρvs

dT

}

∂T

∂ t
= ∇(λ∇T)+Lρl∇(Dθv∇θl)

– cl(ql∇T)– cpv(qv∇T)

(12)

The above two equations are solved with the finite element (33) and finite difference (34) methods for atmospheric bound-

ary conditions for the UGPS to compute temperature and moisture fields. However, the ”mechanistic” formulated equations

offer large errors at low and high moisture values and with rapidly changing saturation level. Therefore, for an accurate es-

timation for such a complex problem of the temperature field around a heater, experimental studies are ideal and are done

here.

3 Material and Method

The large scale testing box is fabricated with holding staffs for the heater. The plate is mounted on wooden beams to avoid

direct contact with the surface. The sides are constructed with a sturdy C section able to hold the load coming from the filled,

compacted sand.The cylindrical heater is fastened with bolt mechanism and with the ends of the heater insulated with a nylon

block to prevent heat loss (Fig. 3a.). The side boundaries are made with transparent plexiglass that allows for observation of

the progress and is a good insulator. The sand for the test is collected from a site near Kiel, Germany and the chemical and

thermo-physical properties are given below in Table 1 and 2. A short description of the experiment assembly is given here, and

the detail can be found in Ahmad et al.(4).

3.1 Sand

The X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis of sand reveals the primary composition of silica with other chemicals in trace amounts

(Table 1). The thermophysical material properties of the sand are given in Table 2. The geotechnical laboratory tests show

that the sand is uniform sand with a porosity of 0.36. The thermal conductivity in dry and full saturation is 0.365 and 2.54

Wm–1K–1.
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Table 1: XRD results for the sand

Weight Percent Oxides of the soil sample

Compound SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O
Percentage 99.27819 0.193343 0.078948 0.04028 0.098282 0.019334

Table 2: Thermo-Physical properties of Sand

Properties Values

Gravel, >2 mm (wt.%) 4.78

Sand, 0.063-2 mm (wt.%) 95.16

Silt and Clay, <0.063 mm (wt.%) 0.06

Porosity n (-) 0.36

Solids specific gravity Gs (-) 2.66

Dry Density ρd (Kgm–3) 1720

Grain diameter at 10% passing D10 (mm) 0.27

Grain diameter at 50% passing D50 (mm) 0.60

Coefficient of uniformity Cu (-) 2.63

Coefficient of curvature Cc (-) 0.88

Dry effective thermal conductivity λdry (Wm–1K–1)1 0.365

Saturated eff. thermal conductivity λsat (Wm–1K–1)1 2.54

Dry effective specific heat capacity cdry (MJm–3K–1)1 1.39

Saturated eff. specific heat capacity csat (MJm–3K–1)1 2.453

Unified soil classification system (USCS) SP2

1 Effective parameters obtained using Decagon KD2 Pro transient thermal needle probes, 2 Poorly graded sand

3.2 Experimental setup

The rectangular box for the test is 1800 mm long, 1000 mm wide and 1200 mm high (see Fig 2 (a)). The experimental setup

is the same as in Ahmad et al. (4) with minor changes in the data acquisition setup to study relaxation time and to deal with

saturated conditions. The fabricated container had Plexiglas faces on all the four sides for precise observation which were

bevelled on the edges and top to ensure safety for the working personnel. The container was secluded directly from the ground

using solid wooden planks and rubber sheets to remove any hindrance and minimise heat loss.

The sand was placed inside the tank in a layered manner (10 cm each) to ensure proper compaction of each layer. Also, at

the same time maintaining the respective positions of the thermocouples. For compaction, a wooden tamping bar was used and

overall density of 1.65 gcm–3 has been achieved to avoid settlement during saturation. To implement the saturation condition,

a bottom to top approach was used. Four flexible rubber pipes at each corner were used, which run to the container’s bottom.

In this process, the sand is saturated from bottom to top, thereby removing the trapped air from the inter-granular pores.

Commercially available water sealant was used to avoid any leakage from the container. After the container was filled up to

the top, it was covered with thin, flexible aluminium sheets to avoid heat decampment. A drainage outlet was also provided.

3.3 Thermocouples and Heater

The UGPS was simulated with a heater rod systematically devised with an electrical heater inside it. The heater rod (80

cm long, external diameter 5cm) was placed firmly inside the container between two upright stands, and fixed between two

supports (5cm wide each). It was placed along the short edge (100 cm wide side), with its centre at a distance of 75cm from

the bottom of the container. The schematic diagram of the heater rod is shown in Fig 3 (a). The temperatures and moisture data

are recorded with National Instruments thermocouples and 15 cm long three pin TDRs. 32 K type thermocouples (TCs) along

with 8 TDRs were set up at definite locations inside the box with distances measured from the surface of the heater rod (see

Fig 2 (a)). The TCs had an operating temperature range of –55 oC to 550oC. The accuracy of the heating system is provided

by the manufacturer with ±0.5 K and is cross-validated before installation. The K-type thermocouples bought from National

Instruments showed a deviation smaller than ±0.3 K when tested against the resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) Pt-100

sensors.

Furthermore, a separate test to evaluate the sensors was conducted with water filled in the box also fitted with 4 Pt-100

sensors. All thermocouples and the RTDs in water inside the box were within a range of 0.25K, which is well within the

permissible error range. Ambient temperatures were measured using two TC’s placed outside of the box. Four thermocouples

are placed on the heater’s circumference, and the aluminium foil is wrapped to give uniform heat distribution from the cable.

The average value of these four sensors is plotted as heater temperature in both static and dynamic thermal loading scenarios.

Table 3 enlists the respective distances of the attached TCs.
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Fig. 2: The arrangement of heater, thermocouples and the box a) schematic showing the location of 32 thermocouples in

vertical and horizontal planes at the middle section. b) The three dimensional schematic of box, thermocouple and the heater

with holding staff .

Table 3: Distance and position of the Thermocouples

Position of the Thermocouples Name and Respective Distances1

Heater Surface A24, A10, A30, A31

Outside Container A0 (86), A8(40)

Above Heater A7 (5), A11 (10), A14 (15), A26 (20), A9 (25), A27 (30)

Below Heater A20 (5), A4 (10), A2 (15), A1 (20), A3 (25), A19 (30), A15(40), A12 (50), A25 (70)

Horizontal Direction A18 (5), A21 (10), A17 (15), A5 (20), A16 (25), A6 (30), A28(40), A22 (50), A23 (55), A13 (85)
1(in cm from the surface of heater rod and distance mentioned in the parenthesis)

(a) The heating rod (b) The laboratory set up of box with sand

Fig. 3: a) The schematic diagram of the heating rod with the holding staffs. b) The large scale box with sand during measure-

ment.

4 Results and Discussion

The dynamic thermal loading test with only dry sand and static thermal loading test with both dry and saturated sand are

performed. The dynamic loadings are performed with three separate loadings of the equispaced heating-cooling, the shorter

heating and longer cooling and the thermal relaxation time. The static thermal loading tests with dry and saturated sand are

done to assess the longterm behaviour of the UGPS. The results are arranged in two separate subsections: the dynamic thermal

loading with dry sand and the static thermal loading with dry and saturated sand.
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Fig. 4: The symmetrical heating-cooling cycle of 1 hour at a)5cm b)10cm c)15cm d)20cm from the heater surface.

4.1 The dynamic thermal loading with dry sand

The thermal cyclic (symmetrical and unsymmetrical heating) and relaxation time tests are performed with dry sand with a

maximum heater temperature of 70◦C. All the tests are performed at surrounding temperature close to 20 ◦C.

4.1.1 Symmetrical thermal heating-cooling cycles

Two tests are performed with equal heating and cooling cycles of 1 hour and 12 hours, as shown in Figure 4 and 5. For both

tests, it is observed that the heater’s operational effect is felt at all the TCs instantaneously. The 1-hour test also shows that the

cooling time is insufficient to bring the system to the original state (Fig. 4a-d), causing a gradual increasing in the temperature

of sand throughout the box. The effect of heating is felt at all the observation points ranging between 5-20 cm from the heater´s

outer surface. The maximum influence is noticed at the TCs above the heater at 5cm distance where the temperature reaches a

value of 48.92 oC. The minimum temperature of 26.69 oC is recorded below the heater. The observation suggests a permanent

thermal charging of the system and is not desirable for the UGPS. The excess temperature reduces the thermal gradient between

the heater and its surrounding and thus promotes heat storage and drying.

For 12 hours of heating-cooling cycles, the thermal charging effect is less significant. However, the intensity of charging is

different from the 1-hour cycles. After the first cycle for TC at 5cm above the heater, a maximum temperature of 47.73 oC is

recorded, which increases to 51.65 oC after five heating cycles. A similar trend is observed at the furthest TC at 20 cm from

the heater, but the charging effect is pacified (Fig. 5d).

In both experiments, it is evident that symmetrical heating-cooling cycles do not offer sufficient time for the surrounding

sand to dissipate the extra heat given off by the heater. Therefore, the unsymmetrical heating-cooling experimental tests are

performed to observe improvement in cooling of heated sand.
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Fig. 5: The symmetrical heating-cooling cycle of 12 hours at a)5cm b)10cm c) 15cm d)20cm from the heater surface.

4.1.2 Unsymmetrical thermal heating-cooling cycles

The unsymmetrical loading tests are done with two thermal loading scenarios. The first test consists of three cycles of 1 hour

of heating and 2 hours of cooling. The results show thermal charging taking place as well, but the intensity is lower than in

the symmetrical case as more relaxation time is available for the system to dissipate heat into the surrounding (Fig. 6a-d). A

general trend could be identified for the surrounding temperature behaviour near the heat source as a nonlinear fluctuating rise

(6 a-b) for the TCs at 5 and 10 cm from the heater´s surface. However, the rise is linear for the far-field TCs, as observed in

figure 6 (c-d) at 15 and 20 cm distance from the heater surface.

The second test is done with five cycles of 6 hours of heating and 18 hours of cooling (Fig. 7a-d). The results suggest that

the TCs at 5cm distance from the heater surface reach a maximum value of 36.61 oC in the first cycle and 44.05 oC in the

last cycle. The change is significant and the system fails to reach a static equilibrium with the surrounding sand. Compared

to 12 hours of symmetric heating-cooling, a less sudden temperature rise is observed in Fig. 7d at the TC 20 cm away from

the heater surface. The general trend is nonlinear and is similar to the near-field TCs recording. All the TCs show a nonlinear

behaviour contrast to shorter heating-cooling cycles in figure (6 d), where the general trend for far-field TCs was observed as

linear.

The dissimilarity arises due to the amount of energy given in the cases of 1 hour and 12 hours of heating. Both results from

figure 6 and 7 show that the cooling time with unsymmetrical heating is also insufficient to prevent thermal charging of the

sand. Therefore, two separate tests are performed with a longer relaxation time, and results are given in the following section.

4.1.3 Thermal relaxation time

To properly quantify the relaxation time to prevent thermal charging, two tests with 1 and 6 hours of heating and subsequent

23 and 36 hours of cooling are done (Fig. 8 and 9). The near-field TCs at 5 cm and 10 cm distances experience the switching
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Fig. 6: The unsymmetrical 1 hour heating and 2 hours of cooling cycle at a)5cm b)10cm c) 15cm d)20cm from the heater

surface.

off of the heater at once (Fig. 8 a-b), but the far-field temperature keeps on rising from the heat given by the heater during

operation (Fig. 8 c-d). After 8 hours, the near-field TC as shown in Fig 8 (a,b) reaches equilibrium with the heater temperature,

but the far-field TCs, 15 cm and 20 cm from the heater´s surface require 12 and 14 hours, respectively. The relaxation time of

23 hours is sufficient to bring the system close to the initial test temperature.

The test with 6 hours of heating and subsequent 36 hours of cooling is shown in Fig 9 (a-d). The longer heating time

provides more energy and prolongs the relaxation time. The near-field TCs respond immediately with the heater switching off

(Fig 9. a,b), but the far-field TCs continue recording the rising temperature as shown in Fig 9.d. At all the measurement points,

the heater’s temperature and the surrounding sand come to an equilibrium in an asymptotic fashion.

4.2 Static thermal loading test with dry and saturated sand

Two identical tests with dry and saturated sand are performed under similar loading boundary conditions. A comparison of

the temperature difference between dry and fully saturated sand is plotted for four profiles around the heater ranging between

10 cm to 25 cm. The thermal buoyancy effect is observed at all measuring locations with all the four TCs above the heater,

as shown in Fig. 10 (a-d). The thermocouples at equal distances from the heater´s surface show different behaviour and

indicate the nonuniform heat transfer characteristics. The temperature difference graph shows a sizeable initial difference and

subsequent drop in the difference value. The initial rise is due to higher thermal conductivity of saturated sand, which facilitates

heat transfer. Soon after, a partial thermal equilibrium with the surrounding is established and the difference between dry and

saturated condition reaches an asymptotic constant value (Fig. 10a-d).

The saturated sand shows a sharp rise of temperature above the heater after 72 hours of heating, and is visible at all

thermocouples above the heater (Fig. 10a-d). The sudden increase of the temperature above the heater arises with the formation
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Fig. 7: The unsymmetrical heating of 6 - 18 hours cooling cycle of 1 hour at a)5cm b)10cm c) 15cm d)20cm from the heater

surface.

of convection cells. No significant rise is observed in the horizontal plane and at the TCs below the heater. The convection

heat transfer becomes dominant above the heater with increasing distance (Fig.10 a-d). The results indicate a density-driven

buoyancy flow of liquid water and uneven channelised heating of the surrounding soil. Although channelised heating helps

remove heat from the UGPS, it is undesirable under crop fields and causes damage to the plants’ roots. The thermal buoyancy

effect due to convective cells’ formation has been previously reported for fully saturated porous media (35). It is shown

that below a critical Reynolds number, convective cell flow is two dimensional and time-independent, but changes to time-

dependent three-dimensional flow above the threshold, which depends inversely on the heater length and the burial depth.

The burial depth of the UGPS is calculated from optimised trench construction costs, and ranges between 1.5-2.0 m to avoid

damage from agricultural plugs and surface digging. Therefore, in the dimension reduced laboratory scaled model it is fixed at

45cm. The position of the heater is thus not varied and results in a two dimensional density-driven flow around the heater.

Fig. 11 shows the 2D temperature contour plot generated from the measured data for dry and fully saturated conditions.

As measurements are performed only in half of the box, the symmetry condition is considered for full-field plotting. The cubic

interpolation function is used to smooth the figure between measurement points. The contour plots offer better insight into the

evolution of the convection cells for saturated sand around the heater with time.

Fig. 11 (a,c,e and g) and Fig. 11 (b,d,f and h) show the evolution of temperature in the dry and saturated conditions,

respectively, after 3, 6, 9 and 120 hours of heating. The temperature near the heater reaches 70 oC and is shown with the

colour bar. The temperature field in all dry condition is restricted in the vicinity of the heater and gradually increases as the

time passes. For all the saturated sand tests, the temperature fields are broader and encompass a more significant area than the

dry sand. Also, in Fig 11.h, which shows the temperature field after 120 hours, the thermal buoyancy is visible with a candle

flame-like shape above the heater.
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Fig. 8: The thermal relaxation time of 1 hour of heating and subsequent 23 hours of cooling at a)5cm b)10cm c) 15cm d)20cm

from the heater surface.

The numerical and theoretical models for temperature field calculation around the UGPS do not consider the buoyancy

effect, thus resulting in incorrect temperature distribution and heat loss computation. The channelised heat loss from the UGPS

below a paddy crop field, at a crossing with the gas or water pipelines in high water table regions and near water bodies should

be considered for correct temperature field calculation.
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Fig. 9: The thermal relaxation time of 6 hours of heating and subsequent 36 hours of cooling at a)5 cm b)10 cm c) 15 cm d)20

cm from the heater surface.

5 Conclusion

In the paper, an experimental investigation is performed to assess the behaviour of dry and saturated sand around a heated

cylinder representing an underground power cable system with cyclic and static thermal loading. The cyclic thermal loading

with dry sand showed a significant thermal charging and reduction in the heat dissipation ability of the surrounding sand.

The thermal relaxation tests with two different heating times of 1 and 6 hours showed asymptotic cooling of the sand. The

static thermal loading tests with saturated sand show a significant density-driven convective heat transfer after 72 hours of

heating. A comparison of heat transfer characteristics around the heater is shown with thermal contour maps drawn from

experimental results for dry and saturated sand. The results show a buoyancy-driven convective heat transfer with saturated

sand. The saturated sand improves the heat transfer capabilities but channelises it above the heater. The experimental results

provide clear evidence for consideration of natural convection in calculating the temperature field and heat losses from an

underground power cable system in high water table regions, near the water bodies and the crop fields.
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Fig. 10: Temperature differences around the heater between the dry and saturated soil conditions a)10 cm b)15 cm c) 20 cm

d)25 cm from the heater surface.
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(a) Dry after 3 hours (b) Saturated after 3 hours

(c) Dry after 6 hours (d) Saturated after 6 hours

(e) Dry after 12 hours (f) Saturated after 12 hours

(g) Dry after 120 hours (h) Saturated after 120 hours

Fig. 11: Experimental contour plots for the evolution of temperature in the box in dry and saturated condition after 3, 6, 12 and

120 hours. The left side figures are for dry and the right are for fully saturated sand.
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